
Camenae in Splendor & OdRaDeK LIVE present: 

‘Solo’ by Paolo Angeli & his unique Sardinian prepared guitar. 

Paolo Angeli, the Sardinian sorcerer, manually magics beautiful, multi-layered unclassifiable music, 
suspended between traditional music of Sardinia, jazz, baroque, post-folk and pre-everything else. 

Datum: 16 Januari 2015  
Tijd:  20:30  
Locatie: Splendor, Amsterdam 
Tickets: www.splendoramsterdam.com 

Voorverkoop: € 15.00 
Splendorleden: € 12.50 
CJP: € 13.00 
Kaarten aan de deur: € 18.00 
Studenten (op vertoon van collegekaart): € 5.00  

"… Paolo Angeli, Sardinia's madly imaginative master of the guitar veers (…) between the 
traditional music of his island homeland, improvisational jazz and punk with a palette of super-
saturated colors and amazing textures…Top 10 Womex 2014 "  

Anastasia Tsioulcas NPR Radio 29 October 2014 

Paolo Angeli & his Sardinian prepared guitar. 
Whatever you want to call it, nobody else is doing it quite like this. Paolo Angeli, the Sardinian sorcerer, 
manually magics beautiful, multi-layered music from his unique prepared guitar: a hybrid orchestra of an 
instrument with strings going in all directions, foot-pedal-controlled motorized propellers and hammers to 
create shimmering drones and bass-lines as he bows, strikes, plucks and strums while producing 
rhythmic atmospherics by treading on a plastic bag and adjusting tunings on the fly. Electronic effects are 
utilized but no loops. All is live.  

With this singular instrument he improvises and composes unclassifiable music, suspended between 
traditional music of Sardinia, jazz, baroque, post-folk and pre-everything else. He has collaborated with 
Pat Metheny - for whom he had a copy of his guitar built - Fred Frith, Takumi Fukushima and is working 
on a project with Mongolian musician, Epi. 

ABOUT PAOLO 
Born in 1970, he started to play guitar when he was 9. He grew up in Palau, Sardinia, in front of a lighthouse and 
an extremely stimulating musical environment. The guitar and the voice of his father, his first mentor, the autobus 
with the drums, the chicken, the melons, the rock bands in an old carpentry, the experiences with concerts in the 
squares and carnival evenings, they all directed him towards a sailing without stylistic barriers in the world of music.  

In 1989 he moved to Bologna and started to play with Laboratorio di Musica & Immagine a colourful ensemble of 
14 musicians who, by unblocking the barriers among musical genres and by practising collective composition and 
improvisation, started becoming famous in the main European festivals of innovation music. 

On 1993, he was fulgurated by the encounter with Giovanni Scanu, the old guitar player from Sardinia, who died at 
the age of 95 and from whom he learnt the forms and the modules of the ‘canto a chitarra gallurese e logudorese’.  
From this ‘fighting meeting’ between extra-cultivated avant-garde and popular tradition came his Sardinian 
prepared-guitar: an orchestra-instrument with 18 cords, an hybrid between guitar, baritone, violoncello and drums, 
gifted with hammers, pedals, some propellers at variable speed. With this singular instrument Paolo elaborates, 
improvises and composes unclassifiable music, suspended between free jazz, post-folk and minimal pop. 
Since 1997 with his modified guitar he plays concerts all over Europe, Usa, Canada, Russian, Brasil and participate 
to more than 40 cds. 



Right now Paolo lives in front of the sea in Barcelona and is recording his new Solo album.  

Paolo Angeli, degree in Ethnomusicology, digitalized Archivio Mario Cervo the most important collection of 
Sardinian records and traditional music. As a researcher, he has published Canto in Re, a volume of historical 
analysis of the ‘Canto a Chitarra’ (ISRE 2005).  With Nanni Angeli, he is the artistic director of Isole che parlano, a 
international arts festival suspended between innovation and tradition taking place in Palau since 1996. 

He improvised and collaborated with Pat Metheny, Takumi Fukushima, Hamid Drake, Fred Frith, Enkhjargal 
Dandarvaanchig, Jon Rose, Antonello Salis, Evan Parker, Ned Rothemberg,  Zeena Parkins, Otomo Yoshide etc. 

REVIEWS: 
"...Paolo Angeli is one of jazz’s best-kept secrets. The Sardinian guitarist (of sorts) has the ability to conjure 
incomparably beautiful multi-layered music, all from just one instrument. Playing a one- of-a-kind guitar/cello/
motorised hybrid, Paolo bows, plucks and even provides his own percussion all at the same time without any need 
for loops. You can hear him (...) in a stunning session performance that combines a heritage in traditional folk 
melodies, improvised jazz and his unique instrumental techniques".   Jez Nelson - BBC radio 3, April 
2013 

"…Paolo Angeli has enhanced mechanically a giant Sardinian guitar. Tibi’s accompanying DVD shows how the 
whole album was recorded live in real time, Angeli as one with the motor- driven wheels, pulleys and springs 
attached to the body of his instrument. The gorgeous tonal hints of Angeli’s compositions, the soaring quality of the 
massed buzzing strings, the percussive fusillades, the pizzicato butterfly flutters, the discreet nods towards both 
European folk motifs and rock-guitar noise, all aim directly for the heart and the gut. Solo adapted giant Sardinian 
guitar is album of the year…"   Stewart Lee - The Sunday Times August 22 2010 

"…Só a chance de ouvir um instrumento como a guitarra sardenha (processada) de Paolo Angeli já valeria uma 
viagem ao Mediterrâneo. Mescla de violão e violoncelo, com uma cabeleira de fios elétricos escorrendo pelo chão, 
ela é tocada alternadamente com os dedos ou com arco e produz sons que vão da previsível corda tangida a 
estranhos lamentos, mugidos e percussões, de contundência ao mesmo tempo arcaica e atual…" 
Arthur Nestrovsky  - Folha de S.Paulo, August 29 2005 

"...Paolo Angeli musical innovation starts with adapting the instrument. In this case, it's the acoustic guitar of the 
artist's native Sardinia (…) But this quasi-exotic sound was insufficient to meet the needs of Angeli's avant-garde 
vision (…) This homespun contraption looks like two lutes waltzing with a toolbox, but with it Angeli performs some 
of the 21st century's most inventive -- yet listenable -- music for "extended technique."  
Sam Prestianni - SF WEEKLY February 18 2004 

VIDEO’s 
‘Corsicana’ Sardinian traditional arranged by Paolo Angeli  (http://www.rai.tv/dl/RaiTV/
programmi/media/ContentItem-985962ec-f671-475e-aea6-8243b412b177.html) 

Marascatu – live Jazz Wide Young Summer 2013 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xZAAEBl6sPU) 

Tra una gamba e l’altra (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFRdQA3fL50) 

Bucato (Etterbeek) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxrFT03rZGo) 

La chitarra di Paolo Angeli (spiegata da Paolo Angeli)  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MzJSyzvFQAU) 

LINKS 

Paolo Angeli www.paoloangeli.com 
Camenae www.camenae.eu 
OdRaDeK LIVE  http://odradeklive.com 
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